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 [1] Books, Sets, and Memos: Studies of the Social Life of Objects . Printed copies are at the Brotherton Library, University of
Leeds, UK. References Category:EconophysicsQ: SQL Server Select all records, regardless of another condition I'm trying to

select all records from my SQL Server. I'm using a SQL query to select data from my table, but there's an extra condition that I
want to apply to the results. This is what I have so far: SELECT * FROM [TEST].[dbo].[Table_Name] WHERE [Col1] = 'val1'

AND [Col2] = 'val2' This works fine, however I need it to return all results, even those that don't have any of the selected
column values. Any ideas on how I could accomplish this? A: You can do it by using UNION: SELECT Col1, Col2 UNION
ALL WHERE [Col1] 'val1' AND [Col2] 'val2' Q: Why are MongoDB filters slower than SQL? I have a database with 100
million rows and have a (very simple) query on it that takes about 30 seconds to execute. Why is this so slow? Is MongoDB

optimized for different type of queries than SQL? Or is it just me? Edit: I'm using MongoDB 2.0 Edit: I'm using node.js driver
MongoDB is optimized for different type of queries than SQL? No. MongoDB is optimized for different types of data. SQL is
optimized for processing data. Is MongoDB optimized for different type of queries than SQL? No. You asked: Or is it just me?

It's you. ;) A rookie, unproven rookie on a rookie contract. To put it another way, Green Bay can’t rely on the faith Brett
Hundley has in him right now. That 82157476af
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